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Aims: Clinicians needs to identify patients with cardiac amyloidosis (CA) at an
early stage, due to the availability of disease modifying therapies. Some echocar-
diographic findings may rise the suspicion of CA, also in patients with mild or no
symptoms, addressing second level diagnostic tests. To investigate the prevalence
of CA in consecutive patients �55 years undergoing clinically indicated, routine
transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) in Italy with echocardiographic signs sugges-
tive of CA.
Methods and results: This is a prospective multicentric study conducted in Italy. It
comprises two phases: 1) an observational phase consisting in a national survey on
prevalence of possible echocardiographic red flags of CA in consecutive patients
�55 years undergoing routine TTE (previously published) and 2) a CA diagnostic
phase. Preliminary results of phase 2 are herein presented. Patients that in the phase
1 presented a CA-suggestive TTE (i.e. at least one red flag of CA in hypertrophic,
non-dilated left ventricles) were re-evaluated for a cardiological visit. Those who
consented to proceed in the study, underwent clinical evaluation, blood and urine
tests and scintigraphy with bone tracer. Diagnosis of transthyretin related-CA (TTR-
CA) was made in presence of Grades 2–3 Perugini uptake at scintigraphy and absence
of monoclonal protein. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov
(#NCT04738266). Of the 5315 screened echocardiograms, 381 exams (7.2%) were
classified as AC-suggestive. Two-hundred-twelve of the 381 patients with a CA-
suggestive TTE underwent phase 2 study. Main reasons for the 169 non-entering
patients into the phase 2 were death (n¼ 53) and refusal to participate (n¼ 85).
Sixty-five of these 212 patients (31%; 17% considering also the 169 non-entering
patients into the phase 2) had a diagnosis of CA. Finally, TTR-CA was diagnosed in 53
(25%) and AL-CA in 12 (5.7%) patients.
Conclusions: Among a cohort of consecutive unselected patients �55 years with
echocardiographic findings suggestive of CA, the real prevalence of CA ranged from
17 up to 31%. Although TTR-CA was predominant, AL-CA was diagnosed in a signifi-
cant amount of cases. TTE has a fundamental role in screening patients, raising the
suspicion of CA and orienting diagnostic work-up for CA.
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Aims: To evaluate to role of bisoprolol to control symptoms and left ventricular out-
flow tract obstruction (LVOTO) in a consecutive cohort of adults with hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy (HCM).
Methods and results: In this retrospective study, patients with HCM with an LVOT
gradient �50mmHg after Valsalva manoeuvre and New York Heart Association (NYHA)
class II-III symptoms were assigned to receive bisoprolol (starting at 1.25mg daily).
The initial dose was increased every two weeks to achieve the target in LVOT gradi-
ent <30mmHg or the maximum tolerated dose. The primary endpoint was the
achievement of a LVOT gradient <30mmHg and �1 NYHA class improvement. The
secondary endpoints were proportion of patients with LVOT gradient <30mmHg
or< 50mmHg, proportion of patients with �1 NYHA class improvement, and change
from baseline in LVOT gradient. Between December 2001 and December 2020, 92
patients were enrolled into the study. Sixteen (17%) patients on bisoprolol met the
primary endpoint. Bisoprolol reduced the LVOT gradient to less than 30mmHg in 33
(36%) patients, to less than 50mmHg in 57 (62%), and improved NYHA class in 30
(33%). The mean reduction of LVOT gradient on bisoprolol was 28 (614) mmHg and
the percentage reduction was 42 (621)%. In 35 (39%) patients, bisoprolol did not re-
duce the gradient to less than 50mmHg requiring disopyramide and/or myectomy to
achieve this goal.
Conclusions: Treatment with bisoprolol was well-tolerated and effective in relieving
obstruction and improving symptoms in a significant proportion of patients with
symptomatic obstructive HCM.
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Aims: This study sought to describe the characteristics and the natural course of left
ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) in a well-characterized consecutive cohort of infants
of diabetic mothers (IDMs).
Methods and results: Sixty consecutive IDMs with LVH have been retrospectively
identified and enrolled in the study. All IDMs were evaluated at baseline and every
6months until LV wall thickness regression, defined as the decrease of wall thickness
measurement into the normal reference range for cardiac parameters (z-score>�2
and <2). A comprehensive assessment was performed in those patients with diagnos-
tic markers suggestive of a different cause and/or without significant reduction of
the LVH during follow-up. At 1-year follow-up, all IDMs showed a significant reduction
of maximal wall thickness MWT [6.00mm (IQR: 5.00–712) vs. 5.50mm (IQR: 5.00–
6.00), P-value <0.001; MWT-z-score: 4.86 (IQR: 3.93–7.61) vs. 1.72 (IQR: 1.08–2.85),
P-value <0.001] compared to baseline, and all patients showed LV wall thickness re-
gression or residual mild or moderate LVH (57%, 28%, and 12%, respectively), except
two patients with persistent severe LVH, that after a comprehensive clinical-genetic
assessment were diagnosed as Noonan syndrome with multiple lentigines. At multi-
variate analysis, MWT was negatively associated with LV wall thickness regression at
1-year follow-up [MWT-mm: OR: 0.48 (0.29–0.79), P-value¼ 0.004; MWT-z-score: OR:
0.71 (0.56–0.90), P-value¼ 0.004].
Conclusions: LVH in IDMs represents a benign condition with complete regression dur-
ing the first years of life. In those patients without LV wall thickness regression,
combined with clinical markers suggesting a specific disease, a complete work-up is
required for a definite diagnosis.
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Aims: This study aimed to validate the increased wall thickness (IWT) score, a multi-
parametric echocardiographic score to facilitate diagnosis of cardiac amyloidosis
(CA), in an independent population of patients with increased LV wall thickness suspi-
cious for CA.
Methods and results: Between January 2019 and December 2020, 152 consecutive
patients with increased LV wall thickness suspicious for CA were included. For all pa-
tient, the multiparametric echocardiographic score (IWT score) was calculated. To
validate the diagnostic accuracy of an IWT score �8 to predict the diagnosis of CA,
sensibility (Se), specificity (Sp), positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive
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value (NPV), and predictive accuracy (PA) were calculated. Among the 152 patients
included in the study, 50 (33%) were diagnosed as CA, 25 (16%) had severe aortic ste-
nosis, 25 (16%) had hypertensive remodelling, and 52 (34%) had hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy. Among the 50 and 102 patients with and without CA, 19 (38%) and 1
(1%) showed an IWT score �8, respectively. Overall, the diagnostic accuracy of an
IWT score �8 for the diagnosis of CA in our population was the following: Se 38% (95%
CI: 25–53%); Sp 99% (95% CI: 95–100%); PPV 95% (95% CI: 72–99%); NPV 77% (95% CI:
73–80%); PA 79% (95% CI: 72–85%).
Conclusions: This study reports the first external validation of the IWT score for the
diagnosis of CA in patients with increased LV wall thickness. A score �8 showed a
high Sp, PPV and PA, suggesting that the IWT score can be used to identify CA
patients in those with increased LV wall thickness.
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Aims: Cardiomyopathies (CMP) are a heterogeneous group of heart disease character-
ized by structural and electrical abnormalities with no other secondary causative
etiology and frequently related to mutations in disease related genes. Clinical evalu-
ation and phenotype definition are the key factors for clinical classification of CMPs.
Recent studies in this field have showed important phenotype overlaps between
Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM) and Arrhythmogenic Cardiomyopathy (ACM), making
the diagnosis a challenging task. The aim of this study is to assess whether a classifi-
cation of CMP patients (not hypertrophic) based on genetic characterization
outperforms in diagnostic and prognostic accuracy the classical, phenotype-driven,
diagnostic approach.
Methods and results: We analysed a population of patients affected by genetically
determined DCM and ACM, carriers of ‘pathogenic’ or ‘likely pathogenic’ (P/LP) var-
iants, registered into the Heart Disease Centers of Trieste and Denver hospitals.
First, we described the phenotype distribution in our population with a clinical and
echocardiographic evaluation based on the different disease-related mutated genes.
Then, we examined the prognostic impact of the single gene/genetic cluster in
assessing these composite outcomes: (1) all-cause mortality and heart transplant; (2)
heart failure-related death, heart transplant or destination left ventricular assist de-
vice implantation (DHF/HTx/VAD); and (3) sudden cardiac death, sustained
ventricular tachycardia/ventricular fibrillation or appropriate defibrillator shock
(SCD/VT/VF/shock). 281 patients carrying P/LP variants (82% DCM) were included in
the study. Titin (TTN) and sarcomeric genes (SARC) variants were the most prevalent
(TTN: 95 patients, 34% of total population; SARC: 63 patients, 22% of total popula-
tion) and almost completely related to DCM phenotype (TTN: 100% DCM, SARC: 95%
DCM), such as lamin (LMNA) patients (29 patients, 10% of total population, 96% DCM).
A more heterogeneous phenotypic distribution between DCM and ACM were detected
for desmoplakin (DSP), plakoglobin (PKP2), and filamin (FLNC) variants. Patients with
not isolated DCM phenotype and patients’ carriers of DSP, PKP2, FLNC and LMNA var-
iants (arrhythmic genes) experienced more frequent SCD/VT/VF/shock events (P-
value¼ 0.002 and P¼ 0.023), compared respectively to patients with DCM phenotype
and to patients’ carriers of TTNtv and SARC variants, during follow-up (median time
132months). The multivariable analysis shown that only P/LP variants of arrhythmic
genes, younger age of disease onset and male gender, were associated with an in-
creased risk of SCD/VT/VF/shock events during follow-up. No difference in terms of
HF events was significantly related to genotype.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrated that the classification based on the presence
of a specific genotype outperforms phenotypic classification in terms of arrhythmic
risk in a large DCM and ACM population with a positive genetic test for P/LP variants.
These findings support the need of extensive genetic testing to support CMP diagnosis
and prognosis.

675 A rare case of tako-tsubo syndrome in a patient with hypertrophic
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Aims: We know that basal septal hypertrophy is a rare and unique anatomical finding
associated with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). Tako-Tsubo cardiomyopathy
(TTC) is a transient left ventricular systolic dysfunction induced by high physical or
emotional stress. Its occurrence with HCM is unusual. However, this presentation
occurs more often with the classic asymmetrical septal hypertrophy compared with
the apical variant. This case demonstrates that the coexistence of TTC with septal
HCM in an elderly patient may lead to a severe haemodynamic instability picture.

Methods and results: A 81-year-old female presented to the emergency department
(ED) complaining of dyspnoea and chest pain lasting for 1 day. She had hypertension
and dyslipidemia associated with a familial history of sudden death. On physical
exam, we found a severe hypotension (systolic blood pressure of 80mmHg) associ-
ated with bilateral rales at chest auscultation. Cardiac auscultation revealed a harsh
systolic murmur, best heard over the left sternal border. Heart rate was 60 b.p.m. in
sinus rhythm. Labs were significant for HS-I troponin of 6.035 ng/L (NV: � 12) and
NT-proBNP of 7.640 pg/ml (NV: �1800). A 12-leads electrocardiogram (ECG) at admis-
sion revealed a STEMI-like ST segment elevation from V2 to V6 (Figure 1A). For this
reason she was urgently taken to the cath-lab where she was found to have tortuous
but normal coronary arteries. After coronary angiography, a trans-thoracic echocar-
diogram (TTE) revealed a pathological LV hypertrophy with a septal diastolic
thickness of 19mm, depressed LV ejection fraction (LVEF) due to a severe apical bal-
looning. At continuous wave (CW)-Doppler there was a dynamic obstruction across
the LV outflow tract (LVOT), with a late peak velocity of 4.9m/s and an estimated
peak gradient of 98mmHg. The gradient was increased by a systolic anterior motion
(SAM) of anterior mitral leaflet causing a moderate mitral regurgitation (MR). All
these findings were consistent with obstructive septal HCM associated with
Takotsubo cardiomyopathy. After treatment with intravenous diuretics and metopro-
lol (5þ 5mg i.v. bolus followed by oral dose of 100mg daily), her clinical condition
markedly improved. One week later, ECG demonstrated deeply inverted T waves on
antero-lateral leads and QT prolongation (501ms). Three weeks later, after a com-
plete resolution of the LV apical dyskinesia, LVEF normalized. LVOT gradient
decreased to 20mmHg, with a dynamic increase to 70mmHg during Valsalva
manoeuvre.
Conclusions: It is well known that TTC may be complicated by a reversible LVOT ob-
struction by itself but the combination with obstructive HCM can lead to low cardiac
output and acute heart failure. This combination has been found to be not common
and the correct treatment of this unusual type of cardiogenic shock is still unclear.
Careful initial evaluation and continuous monitoring must be warranted in such rare
cases. Supportive care afterward with beta blockers, along with echocardiogram sur-
veillance, are the mainstay of management. Cardiologists, intensivisits, and
clinicians alike need to recognize and comprehend the pathophysiology behind this
unique clinical manifestation so that they may adjust their management and treat-
ment accordingly.
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Aims: Etiology identification and risk stratification represent major issues for
patients presenting with undefined left ventricular arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy
(ULVACM). To investigate the role of genotyping and histology for ULVACM classifica-
tion, management, and risk assessment.
Methods and results: We retrospectively analysed a multicentre cohort of patients
(screened n¼ 1037) with ULVACM defined by ventricular arrhythmia (VA) onset, noni-
schaemic late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) limited to the LV, and no manifest
dilated cardiomyopathy (LVEF� 40%). We selected patients undergoing both next
generation sequencing (NGS) genotyping and endomyocardial biopsy (EMB) for etiol-
ogy definition. When feasible, immunosuppressive therapy (IST) was used to target
active myocardial inflammation (AMI). The study endpoint was a composite of car-
diac death, heart transplantation and malignant VAs (VT, VF, appropriate ICD
treatment). The study cohort is composed by 135 ULVACM patients (age
436 14 years, 63% males, LVEF 556 7%). NGS identified pathogenic or likely-
pathogenic variants (PVs/LPVs) consistent with ACM in 21 cases (16%), whereas EMB
showed AMI in 78 patients (58%), including 13/21 PVs/LPVsþ (62%). ISTwas started in
41/78 AMI patients (53%), including 9/13 PVs/LPVsþ (69%). Twenty patients (15%)
met the study endpoint by 12months, and 36 (27%) by the end of the study
(606 27months). Beyond malignant VT onset, AMI was the only predictor of events
by 12months (HR: 5.0, 95% CI: 1.4–18.1, P¼ 0.007). No prognostic role was found for
PVs/LPVs, except for the subgroup (n¼ 77) with nonsustained VT onset. Among AMI
patients, those treated by IST had a significantly lower occurrence of events, both by
12-months (1/41 vs. 16/37, P< 0.001) and later (HR: 0.05, 95% CI: 0.01–0.21,
P< 0.001). Results were independently confirmed in PVs/LPVsþ and PVs/LPVs- cases.
Excluding the IST population, the association of multiple factors among VT onset,
PVs/LPVs, and AMI, resulted in an improved discrimination of arrhythmic risk
profiles.
Conclusions: Despite its limited diagnostic yield, the combined genetic and histologi-
cal workup substantially contributed into ULVACM prognostic assessment.
Furthermore, EMB identified suitable candidates for IST, who showed better out-
comes irrespectively of their genotype.
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